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Abstract
Rationale Alcohol impairs explicit memory, whilst leaving
implicit memory relatively intact. Less is known about its
effects on false memories.
Aim The present study examines the effects of alcohol on
explicit and implicit false memories using study list
repetition as a tool for modulating learning at encoding.
Methods Thirty-two participants were given either an
alcohol (0.6 g/kg) or placebo beverage before undergoing
an encoding phase consisting of 10 lists of nine associated
words (veridical items). Each list was associated to a word,
which was not presented at encoding (semantically associated non-studied lure; critical item), serving as the measure
for false memory. Half of the lists were presented once, and
half were repeated three times. The next day, participants
underwent an implicit (stem completion and post hoc
awareness measurements), and an explicit (free recall) task.
Results Alcohol decreased veridical and false explicit
memory for singularly presented lists compared to placebo;
no group difference existed for repeated lists. Implicit
veridical memory was not affected by alcohol. Awareness
memory measures demonstrated in placebo participants an
increased ability with repetition in rejecting false memories.
The reverse was found in intoxicated participants who with
repetition accepted more false memories.
Conclusion Alcohol appears to decrease semantic activation leading to a decline in false memories. Increased
learning with repetition, which increases the rejection of
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false memories under placebo, is reversed under alcohol
leading to a decrease in rejection of false memories. The
latter effect of alcohol may be due to its ability to impair
monitoring processes established at encoding.
Keywords Learning . Free recall . Stem completion .
DRM paradigm . Awareness

Introduction
False memories constitute a process involving either
‘remembering events that never happened, or remembering
them quite differently from the way they happened’
(Roediger and McDermott 1995). Deese’s (1959) memory
paradigm revived and restructured by Roediger and
McDermott (1995) has provided the basis for much recent
false memory research (DRM paradigm). Its popularity can
in part be attributed to the robustness with which it
generates false memories, in both recall (e.g. Deese 1959;
Roediger and McDermott 1995) and recognition (e.g.
Roediger and McDermott 1995). The DRM paradigm is
composed of lists of associated (‘veridical’) words (e.g. hill,
valley, climb, summit, etc.), with each list related to a
‘semantically associated non-studied lure’ (e.g. mountain)
termed the ‘critical’ item. The probability that this nonpresented critical item will subsequently be erroneously
recalled or recognised as having been previously presented
serves as the measure for false memory.
To date, only two published studies have investigated the
effect of alcohol on false memories using the DRM
paradigm (Milani and Curran 2000; Mintzer and Griffiths
2001), with contrasting findings. Milani and Curran (2000)
did not detect an effect of alcohol on false recall rates,
though a tendency for alcohol to increase false recognition
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was obtained. In contrast, Mintzer and Griffiths (2001) did
not find an increase in false recognition rates under alcohol
relative to a placebo. These equivocal findings warrant
further investigation into the effect of alcohol on false
memories. Research into the effect of alcohol on false
memories is not only interesting in its own right, but can
also provide an insight into the cognitive processes
underlying memory judgements. This follows a tradition
where researchers have used pharmacological agents to
provide insight into underlying mechanisms (Duka et al.
1996). To date, the effect of alcohol on false memories has
not been accounted for using contemporary false memory
theories.
The Activation Monitoring Framework (AMF) was
proposed by Roediger and colleagues (Gallo and Roediger
2002; Roediger et al. 2001). It postulates dual opponent
processes, which determine false memory levels: an
activation component and a monitoring component. False
memories are thought to be elicited via their activation, and
false remembering is thought to subsequently occur when
monitoring fails and individuals misattribute the source of
this activation to prior presentation.
As the AMF is formed of opponent processes, it can
accommodate both an increase and decrease in false
memory levels dependent upon the extent to which
factors differentially affect activation and monitoring
potential. Fundamentally, one can predict that any
process which selectively decreases activation should
lead to a decrease in false memory, whilst any manipulation that decreases monitoring should cause an increase
in false memory. A primary prediction is that alcohol will
decrease false memories because it impairs semantic
processing (Craik 1977; Birnbaum et al. 1980; Weissenborn
and Duka 2000), decreasing activation of false memory
items.
The amnesic effects of alcohol consumed before encoding are well documented, with studies consistently demonstrating an impairment of free recall (e.g. Birnbaum et al.
1978) and cued recall (Duka et al. 2001) relative to a
placebo control. In 1997, Craik (1977) published an article
which accounted for the deleterious effect of alcohol on
memory performance using the levels of processing (LOP)
framework. According to his argument, alcohol reduces the
depth at which items are processed, with depth being
defined as ‘a continuum of processing running from
shallow sensory analyses requiring little attention to deeper
semantic processes through which the stimulus is identified,
interpreted and enriched by associations with stored
knowledge’. Alcohol has been shown to reduce attentional
and processing resources (Schweizer et al. 2005), which are
deemed necessary for deep encoding (Craik and Lockhart
1972). Because studies which have reduced depth of
processing found a decrease in false memory levels
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(Rhodes and Anastasi 2000; Thapar and McDermott
2001; Toglia et al. 1999), superficial encoding when
intoxicated would reduce false memories.
Parker et al. (1974) hypothesised that “the more
demanding the task, the greater the impairment from
alcohol”. Johnson (1977) qualified this claim by defining
‘demanding’ as being the extent to which a task necessitates the ‘finding or generating [of] associations, interrelationships or structures’. Parker et al. (1976) found that
a high dose of alcohol (1.0 ml/kg [0.8 g/kg]), impaired
paired associative learning. Alcohol was also found
to reduce selectively memory for high associations
(Weissenborn and Duka 2000) and Birnbaum et al.
(1980) have shown an impairment in the semantic
processing of incoming stimuli. The impairment of such
processes has implications for the forming of conscious
associations between veridical items, a process, which is
thought to be a potential route to increasing false memories
(Libby and Neisser 2001; Roediger et al. 2001). Repetition
as a means of increasing learning has been applied with the
DRM paradigm as an experimental manipulation to
investigate the mechanisms underlying false memories
(Benjamin 2001). Repetition at encoding has been shown
to increase false memories (Benjamin 2001), decrease false
memories (Tussing and Greene 1997), have no effect on
false memories (Tussing and Greene 1999) and affect false
memories in an inverted U-shaped function (Seamon et al.
2002). As repetition may both increase false memories via
increased activation of semantically associated non-studied
items, and decrease false memories through increased
monitoring, observing the effect of repetition on false
memory levels can provide insight into whether activation
or monitoring processes are prevailing in memory judgements. We, thus, used in the present study repetition as a
tool to gain insight into the effect of alcohol on activation
and monitoring processes relevant for false memory
endorsement.
Implicit and explicit measures of memory will be
taken—this is because alcohol has been shown to
differentially affect these memory measures, by impairing
explicit memory, such as free recall, but leaving implicit
memory relatively intact (Duka et al. 2001). Priming
measures will be taken for both the veridical (studied
items) and critical (semantically associated non-studied)
items based on previous methodologies used in the
alcohol memory literature (e.g. Duka et al. 2001;
Weissenborn and Duka 2000). Testing will take place
next day without the influence of alcohol so that the
effects of alcohol on encoding will be tested independently from its effects on retrieval. Previous studies
testing the effects of alcohol on false memories did not
fully separate the encoding and retrieval phases of the
experiment in terms of alcohol intoxication (Curran and
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Hildebrandt 1999; Mintzer and Griffiths 2001). Testing
after a 24-h interval will, in addition, provide information
about long-term priming for false memories because no
study using implicit measures has previously attempted a
24-h retention interval. Finding ways in which veridical
memory operates in the same way and differs from false
memory provides insight into mechanisms underlying
these two types of memory.
Measurements of drinking habits and history were
evaluated to make sure that groups did not differ on
aspects, which might influence alcohol effects.

Materials and methods
Participants
Thirty-two volunteers (16 men and 16 women) were
recruited from the undergraduate and postgraduate population at the University of Sussex. They received either
cash or course credits as payment. All participants were
native English speakers, not dyslexic and aged 18–
34 years. Participants were randomly assigned to either
an alcohol or a placebo condition, with the constraint that
groups were matched for gender (eight men and eight
women). The groups had very similar mean age (mean age
21.30 years in the alcohol group and 20.96 years in the
placebo group).
The ethics committee of the University of Sussex
approved the experiment. After giving informed consent,
participants were screened on the basis of their medical
history. Exclusion criteria included: a history of severe
mental illness, a history of drug or alcohol misuse, an
altered metabolism of alcohol (as determined by impaired
liver function or gastroenteritis), anyone displaying current
symptoms of mental illness or neurological disease.
Participants were asked to abstain from illicit recreational
drugs for a minimum of 7 days, from sleeping tablets or hay
fever medication for 48 h, and from drinking tea or coffee
immediately before the commencement of the experiment
and were required to have a low fat breakfast the morning
of the experiment. In addition, participants were told to
abstain from drinking for 24 h before the beginning of the
experimental session, and were breathalysed on entering the
lab as a means to determine whether they had complied
with this requirement.
Design
The experiment was double blind and took place over two
consecutive days. The drink was consumed on day 1, and
was followed by the learning phase. Participants returned
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the next day to undergo two memory tests: an implicit test
and free recall.
Memory task
Encoding
Eleven 9-word lists were taken from Stadler et al. (1999)
when lists conformed to the specifications made by
McEvoy et al. (1999) deemed necessary for stem completion tests. To investigate false memories under implicit stem
completion instructions, critical items had to adhere to the
specifications outlined by Graf and Schacter (1985), which
had been followed by other researchers using the DRM
paradigm (McKone and Murphy 2000). These were: critical
items were a minimum of five letters long, all 3-letter
stems had a minimum of eight different word completions,
stems were required to not form words in themselves,
all stems used were distinct and not the same as the opening
three letters of any veridical words and that baseline stem
completion rates were not higher than a 50% probability of
completion, as a means to avoid ceiling effects on priming
scores (McKone and Murphy 2000).
Only 11 lists with the norms of Stadler et al. (1999)
fulfilled the above criteria. Nine new lists were created with
the aid of the Edinburgh Associative Thesaurus (EAT:
http://www.eat.rl.ac.uk/). The EAT is a set of word
association norms, displaying the counts of word association elicited in association to target words, as collected
empirically from participants following the methodology
employed by Kiss et al. (1973). Following the procedure
used by Roediger and McDermott (1995), lists were formed
of the top veridical associates of nine new critical words. In
a pilot study, the new lists were evaluated and analyses
determined that the newly created DRM lists did not
significantly differ from those used by Stadler et al.
(1999) in terms of backwards associative strength from
the veridical items to the critical items [t(9)=−1.51,
p=0.166], baseline stem completion rates for critical items
[t(9)=0.39, p=0.708] and probability that lists would elicit a
false memory [t(15)=1.19, p=0.252].
The 20 9-word lists were separated into two sets
consisting of 10 lists each (set A and set B). Each
participant viewed either set A or set B in the encoding
phase. Each set was also divided into two sections, section
1 and section 2 (resulting in five lists in each section). The
difference between the two sections was the frequency of
presentation (once or three times). Lists in each section
were matched for word frequency (Kucera and Francis
1967) and stem completion rate. List repetition was
counterbalanced across sections. The presentation order of
lists was fully randomised, with the constraint that
repetitions were consecutive.
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Testing
The implicit test consisted of 80 stems: two critical items
and two veridical items from each list. Twenty studied
veridical and 20 non-studied critical items corresponded to
lists viewed in encoding. Ten of these veridical items came
from lists presented once, whilst the remaining 10 were
from repeated lists. Similarly, 10 critical items were from
repeated lists, whilst 10 were from singularly presented
lists. The remaining 40 stems were from the set not viewed
in the encoding session, and served as baseline measures.
These baseline stems were comprised of 20 veridical items
not viewed in the encoding session, and their associated 20
critical items.
After the implicit test, a free recall test was introduced.
Participants were given instructions to write down all the
words they remembered from the previous day’s encoding
phase.

Alcohol administration
Alcohol was administered at the dose of 0.6 g/kg, with 90%
v/w alcohol diluted with tonic water to make up a 300-ml
beverage. The drink was divided into 10×30 ml portions
and each portion was mixed with four drops of Angostura®
bitters. The drink was consumed at a rate of one portion
every 3 min over a 30-min period in the presence of the
experimenter. The placebo beverage consisted of the
respective volume of Angostura® bitters and tonic water
only.
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could ensure that the alcohol and placebo participants were
matched in terms of units consumed per week, AUQ score
and binge drinking score.
Visual analogue scales
To assess mood, both in terms of baseline measures and the
acute effects of alcohol on mood, participants were asked to
complete a set of 100 mm visual analogue scales (VASs)
(Duka et al. 1998). These provided measures of how
participants were feeling at that particular moment. Dependent variables were 0–100 scores for the following
adjectives: contented, lightheaded and relaxed.
Assessment of baseline memory
Baseline memory was assessed to ensure that no differences
existed between alcohol and placebo groups. Fifteenmember word lists—lists A and B from the Rey Auditory–Verbal Learning Test Word Lists which were validated
for frequency and complexity by Lezak (1983) were
administered before drink consumption. The dependent
variable was the mean number of words recalled from the
two lists (5 min after presentation).
Blood alcohol concentrations
A standard breathalyser with a detection limit equivalent
to 0.01 g/l of alcohol in the bloodstream was used to
measure blood alcohol concentrations (BAC) levels (Alcolmeter S-D3M, Loborservice GmbH, Bonn, Germany).
The dependent variable was BAC measured in gram per
liter.

Alcohol use questionnaire
Procedure
Participants’ weekly alcohol consumption was assessed
using the alcohol use questionnaire (AUQ) (Mehrabian and
Russell 1978). The AUQ consists of 12 questions designed
to evaluate consumption of beer/cider, wine and spirits in
terms of frequency and quantity. Due to the recent changes
in drinking trends, an updated version was used which
incorporated questions about the consumption of Alco pops
(Knowles and Duka 2004). The dependent variables
produced by the AUQ are: 8 g UK units of alcohol units
drunk each week and an overall AUQ score which
represents speed and frequency of drinking and intoxication. In addition, a separate binge drinking score based just
on speed of drinking and frequency of intoxication
developed by Townshend and Duka (2002) was also
determined. The questionnaire was administered to ensure
that participants met the specifications for participating—
that they were social drinkers who consumed on average
between 5 to 50 U a week. In addition, group analyses

Participants were tested individually. Upon entering the lab,
participants signed a consent form and read a brief
description about the experiment, which stated that the
effect of alcohol on learning was to be tested. They were
not informed that the experiment was concerned with false
memory. Participants underwent a medical interview and
filled out a medical questionnaire to ensure they were
medically fit to take part, and the AUQ to ensure they were
moderate social drinkers.
All participants were breathalysed to ensure their
baseline breath alcohol concentrations (BACs) were 0.
Participants height and weight were taken, they consumed a standardised lunch (a small roll and a glass of
water) and completed the AUQ and a verbal memory task
(Lezak 1983), as a means to obtain baseline memory
scores. They were then taken to a medical room to
consume their drinks over a 30-min period. Their BAC
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level was measured 10 min after the final drink was
provided (40 min after the initiation of drinking) when
participants completed also a series of visual analogue
scales, which took approximately 5 min. Participants were
then taken to the experimental rooms where they underwent the encoding phase. The encoding phase lasted for
15 min.
Upon completion of the encoding phase, participants
were sent to sit in the waiting room and were
subsequently breathalysed at 30-min intervals. Once
BACs had fallen to below 0.4 g/l, participants gave
consent that they would not drink, ride a bike or operate
any kind of machinery for 4 h and were released from
the laboratory.
On day 2, participants again completed the VAS and
then completed the implicit test following the instructions. Instructions stated that the stems were to be
completed with the first word that came to mind.
Testing of free recall followed the stem completion.
Participants were asked to generate as many words as
possible from the ones, which they viewed the day
before. No time limit was enforced. Participants then
returned to the words they had generated under implicit
test instructions; they were instructed to circle all the
words they were ‘aware’ of having viewed in the
encoding phase. The words that participants had
completed to form words viewed at the encoding
phase, which were not circled were classified as
‘unaware’.
Statistical analyses
Following a mode of analysis employed by previous
researchers using pharmacological manipulations in conjunction with the DRM paradigm (Huron et al. 2001), all
analyses were performed separately in veridical and critical
items. This allowed an assessment of how repetition and
alcohol selectively modulated false and veridical memory
levels. All analyses were performed on percentages of
words recalled of the words presented at encoding (free
recall) or percentages of words completed of the words to
be completed (implicit task). The main analysis is divided
into three parts. Firstly, the free recall data (number of
words recalled) is addressed. The data generated under
implicit instructions (number words completed) are analysed with regard to priming (number of words completed
studied vs non-studied), followed by an analysis which is
concerned with items completed and labelled ‘unaware’
(rejected as not presented previously at encoding) vs
‘aware’ (erroneously accepted as being presented previously). Repetition is also included as a within subject factor in
each analysis. Details of individual ANOVAs preformed
precede each analysis.
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Results
Group characteristics
Analyses of the alcohol and placebo groups revealed that
participants were matched for units consumed per week
[t(30)=1.60, p=0.120], AUQ score [t(30)=0.26, p=0.799],
binge drinking score [t(30)=−0.46, p=0.625] and baseline
memory measures (t(30)=0.29, p=0.772) (see Table 1).
VAS self-ratings
The alcohol and placebo groups did not differ on selfratings of relaxedness on either day 1 [t(30)=−0.88,
p=0.383] or day 2 [t(30)=−0.83, p=0.412]. Nor did they
differ on ratings of contentedness on either day 1 [t(30)=
−1.12, p=0.261] or day 2 [t(30)=−0.068, p=0.946]. A
significant effect of alcohol was displayed in subjective
ratings of lightheadedness. On day 1, post consumption of
the drink, the alcohol group rated themselves as significantly
more lightheaded than the placebo group [t(30)=5.39,
p<0.001]. On day 2, when no alcohol was administered, no
significant difference existed in lightheadedness ratings
between the two groups [t(30)=0.00, p=1.000] (see Table 2).
Free recall
To determine whether it was necessary to correct memory
scores for the recall of intrusions (recall of non-presented
items, which were not critical items), between subjects t tests
were administered to determine the extent to which intrusion
rates differed between the alcohol and placebo groups. The
amount of non-critical intrusions recalled between the two
groups approached significance [t(30)=1.86, p=0.072], the
mean value of non-critical intrusions recalled was higher in
the placebo group (4.81) than the alcohol group (2.81). As
placebo participants recalled more veridical and critical items
than the alcohol group (see analyses below), two new
variables were formed which looked at the ratio of noncritical intrusions to total veridical memory and total critical
memory recalled; these new variables resulted in nonTable 1 Units per week consumed, AUQ score, binge score and
baseline memory measures [mean (SEM)] for the alcohol and placebo
groups

Units per weeka
AUQ score
Binge score
Baseline memory score
(number of words)
a

1 U=8 g of alcohol

Placebo

Alcohol

37.11 (5.40)
54.09 (5.85)
21.46 (2.91)
17.56 (1.08)

26.96
51.57
24.61
17.19

(3.32)
(7.92)
(5.65)
(1.09)
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Table 2 VAS self-ratings [mean (SEM)] for alcohol and placebo
groups on day 1 measured after participants completed drinking the
beverage (shortly before list presentation), and on day 2 shortly before
testing
Day 1

Relaxed
Content
Lightheaded

Day 2

Placebo

Alcohol

Placebo

Alcohol

5.51 (.46)
5.65 (.39)
1.83 (.56)

6.1 (.47)
6.27 (.37)
5.96 (.52)*

5.32 (.41)
5.65 (.39)
0.53 (.09)

4.77 (.52)
5.69 (.51)
0.53 (.09)

*p<0.05 vs placebo on the same day of testing

significant differences in intrusions as a function of total
veridical memory recalled [t(30)=.04, p=0.91] and total
critical memory recalled [t(30)=0.95, p=0.349]. Consequently, no corrections were administered before analyses and,
thus, results were analysed using raw data only.
Veridical items
To explore the effect of alcohol on veridical items, a mixed
2(drink: alcohol vs placebo)×2(repetition: lists presented
once vs lists presented three times) ANOVA was performed
on the percentage of veridical words recalled, with drink
serving as a between subjects variable, and repetition as a
within subjects variable.
A main effect of repetition was found [F (1, 30)=67.14,
p<0.001; see Fig. 1] demonstrating that repetition of lists
resulted in a greater probability of later recall. The
repetition × drink interaction was not found to be
significant [F(1, 30)=1.19, p=0.284], nor was a main effect
of drink obtained [F(1, 30)=1.77, p=0.193; Fig. 1].
Due to homogeneity of variance problem, separate
between subjects t tests between alcohol and placebo

groups were run in the single and repeated conditions. It
was found that participants in the alcohol group recalled
significantly less items than placebo participants for
singularly presented lists [t(30)=2.95, p=0.006]. No difference existed between the two groups for repeated lists
[t(30)=0.42, p=0.679].
Critical items
To explore the effect of alcohol and repetition on critical
items a mixed 2(drink: alcohol vs placebo)×2(repetition:
lists presented once vs lists presented three times) ANOVA
was performed on the percentage of critical words recalled,
with repetition as a within subjects factor, and drink as a
between subjects factor.
A main effect of repetition [F(1, 30)=3.93, p=0.057]
bordered on significance, with repetition increasing critical
recall. Whilst there was no main effect of the drink [F(1,
30)=1.38, p=0.249], a repetition × drink interaction [F(1,
30)=3.93, p=0.057], approached significance. Further
exploration revealed a non-significant effect of repetition
on the percentage of critical items recalled in placebo
subjects [t(1, 15)=0.00, p=1.00]. In contrast, repetition was
found to increase significantly the percentage of critical
items recalled in participants who had consumed alcohol
[t(15)=2.79, p=0.014; Fig. 2].
Implicit test of memory
Priming
A mixed 2(status: studied vs non-studied)×2(drink: placebo
vs alcohol) ANOVA was performed on the percentage of
words completed for the veridical and critical items
separately. The drink served as the between subjects

Free Recall (critical items)

Free Recall (veridical items)
Percentage of words
recalled

30

20

10

*

30

Percentage of words
recalled

Placebo
Alcohol

40

Placebo
Alcohol

20

*
10

0

0
Single

Repeat

Fig. 1 Percentage of veridical items (mean±SEM) recalled from lists
presented singularly (single) or three times (repeat) after drinking
alcohol or placebo beverage. Free recall was tested 24 h after list
presentation. *p<0.05 compared to placebo in the single presentation
condition

Single

Repeat

Fig. 2 Percentage of critical items (mean±SEM) recalled associated
with lists presented singularly (single) or three times (repeat) after
drinking alcohol or placebo beverage. Free recall was tested 24 h after
list presentation. *p<0.05 compared to repeated presentation in the
alcohol condition
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variable, whist word type and status were within subjects
factors.
There was an effect of status for veridical [F(1, 30)=
10.17, p=0.003], but not for critical items [F(1, 30)=1.83,
p=0.186] reflecting the finding that previously studying
veridical words increased the likelihood of completing a
stem to form that word. There was no status × drink
interaction found either in veridical [F(1, 30)=0.91,
p=0.346], or in critical [F(1, 30)=0.36, p=0.552], items
(see Fig. 3a,b). A further analysis was also performed on
the veridical and critical items from the studied words
(excluding baseline scores) to compare stem completion for
different degrees of repetition. A mixed 2(repetition: single
vs repeated)×2(drink: placebo vs alcohol) ANOVA was
performed on the percentage of words completed for the
veridical and critical items separately. An effect of repetition
was found for the veridical items [F(1, 30)=5.98, p=0.021]
but not for the critical items [F(1, 30)=0.12, p=0.729]
indicating that completion rates increased with repetition for
the items studied at encoding (data not shown). There were
no interactions found between drink and repetition [Fs(1, 30)
<0.66, Ps>0.422].

Priming effect-veridical items

a.

Percentage of stems
completed

30

20

Baseline
Studied
*

10

0
Baseline

Studied

Priming effect-critical items

b.

Percentage of stems
completed

30

Baseline
Studied

20

As a consequence of the non-significant priming effect in
critical items, conclusions regarding implicit memory can only
relate to veridical items, but the critical priming data can still
be used to generate measures of aware and unaware items.
Awareness measures
Analyses were performed to compare the relative rates of
aware and unaware items, and how they differed as a
function of alcohol and repetition.
Veridical items A mixed 2(drink: placebo vs alcohol)×2
(awareness: aware vs unaware)×2(repetition: presented once
vs repeated three times) ANOVA was performed on the
percentages of stems completed of the veridical items or of
their semantic associates (critical items) encountered in the
encoding phase that were presented during the implicit task.
The drink served as a between subjects variable, whilst
repetition and awareness were within subjects variables.
A main effect of awareness was found, signifying more
aware than unaware items [F(1, 30)=8.82, p=0.006]; thus
once participants had completed a stem to correspond to an
item viewed at encoding, they were more likely to endorse
it as an item they were aware of, than fail to do so. A main
effect of repetition was also found [F(1, 30)=5.98,
p=0.021], demonstrating that repetition served to increase
the probability that a stem would be completed to form
veridical items viewed in the encoding phase. An awareness × repetition interaction [F(1, 30)=14.26, p=0.001],
signified that repetition significantly increased the amount
of aware items [t(31)=−3.54, p=0.001], whilst had no effect
on the amount of unaware items [t(31)=1.22, p=0.234]. An
awareness × repetition × drink interaction [F(1, 30)=4.71,
p=0.038], was further explored using two-way ANOVAs
separately for the alcohol and placebo groups. In the
placebo group, the repetition × awareness interaction was
non-significant [F(1, 15)=1.24, p=0.283; Fig. 4a]. In
contrast, analysis in the alcohol group found a significant
repetition × awareness interaction [F(1, 15)=18.48,
p=0.001]. This interaction was further explored to reveal
that repetition significantly decreased the amount of unaware
veridical items [t(15)=2.18, p=0.046] but increased the
amount of aware veridical items [t(15)=−3.39, p=0.004]
within the alcohol group (see Fig. 4b).

10

0
Baseline

Studied

Fig. 3 Percentage of stems completed (mean±SEM) to form veridical
(a) or critical (b) items corresponding to those viewed in the encoding
phase (studied) vs the percentages of stems completed to form words
not encountered in the encoding phase (baseline) for the alcohol and
placebo groups. *p<0.05 compared to studied words

Critical items A mixed 2(drink: placebo vs alcohol)×2
(awareness: aware vs unaware)×2(repetition: presented
once vs repeated three times) ANOVA was performed on
the amount of stems completed to correspond to critical
items semantically related to veridical items encountered in
the encoding phase. The drink was a between subjects
variable, whilst awareness and repetition were both within
subjects variables.
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Placebo group
Awareness measurements

a.
Percentage of Stems
Completed
(veridical items)

30

Single
Repeat

20

10

Discussion

0
Unaware

Aware

Alcohol group
Awareness measurements

b.
Percentage of Stems
Completed
(veridical items)

30

Single
Repeat

20

*
**

10

0
Unaware

p=0.055]. In contrast, repetition did not affect the amount of
aware items [t(15)=−1.37, p=0.191]. As depicted in Fig. 5a,
b, a double dissociation was obtained, as repetition was
found to have opposite effects on levels of aware and
unaware critical items, dependent on the drink consumed.
Repetition was thus found to increase the accuracy of
memory for participants in the placebo group, and decrease
memory accuracy for participants in the alcohol group.

Aware

Fig. 4 Number of veridical stems completed (mean±SEM) and
rejected (unaware) or accepted (aware) as previously seen in placebo
(a) and in alcohol (b) participants for both the singularly (single) and
three times (repeat) presented lists. *p<0.05, **p<0.01 compared to
single presentation in aware and unaware judgement

A main effect of awareness was found [F(1, 30)=4.53,
p=0.042], reflecting the finding that participants were more
aware than unaware of critical items. There was no
significant main effect of repetition [F(1, 30)=0.12,
p=0.729], and neither the awareness × repetition [F(1, 30)
=0.35, p=0.558], nor the drink × repetition [F(1, 30)=0.66,
p=0.442] interactions were found to be significant. A
significant awareness × repetition × drink interaction [F(1,
30)=8.75, p=0.006] was further explored using separate
two-way ANOVAs for the alcohol and placebo groups. In
the placebo group, a significant repetition × awareness
interaction F(1, 15)=5.44, p=0.034], was further explored
to reveal that repetition increased the amount of unaware
critical words [t(15)=−2.24, p=0.041], but did not affect
critical aware words [t(30)=1.31, p=0.211]. As being
unaware of critical items constitutes accurate memory,
being unaware of them, thus, amounts to being able to
correctly reject them, and this was enhanced in the placebo
group as a function of repetition. In the alcohol group, a
repetition × awareness interaction approached significance
[F(1, 15)=4.24, p=0.057]. This was further explored to
reveal that repetition had a borderline significant tendency to
decrease the amount of unaware critical items [t(15)=2.09,

The present study investigated how alcohol and repetition
given at encoding modulated veridical and false memory
levels tested 24 h later, and whether these two distinct ways
of manipulating encoding interacted. Repetition was found
to effectively modulate the degree of information encoding
for both alcohol and placebo participants, as a main effect
of repetition signified that viewing lists multiple times
increased the probability of veridical recall. In addition, and
in accordance with the established anterograde impairments
of alcohol on explicit memory (e.g. Birnbaum and Parker
1977; Birnbaum et al. 1978; Duka et al. 2001; Weissenborn
and Duka 2000), participants in the alcohol group recalled
significantly less singularly presented veridical items than
placebo participants. This deleterious effect of alcohol was
rendered non-significant through increased learning, as
recall levels for repeated veridical items did not differ as a
function of the drink.
Participants in the alcohol group also recalled significantly less false memory items from singularly presented
lists than the placebo group. The drink was not found to
affect false recall for items from repeated lists. Levels of
false recall were thus found to mirror patterns of veridical
memory in the alcohol and placebo groups. A meta-analysis
conducted by Roediger et al. (2001) demonstrated that
levels of veridical recall significantly predicted the degree
of false memory levels. Consequently, the decrease in false
memories in the alcohol group relative to the placebo group
for false memory items from singularly presented lists
could be the direct result of decreased veridical memory for
singularly presented lists. Craik (1977) hypothesised that
alcohol impaired veridical memory via a reduction of
encoding depth, leading to superficial encoding and a
reduction in semantic processing. Depth of processing has
been shown to predict the degree of semantic activation,
affecting levels of false memory (Rhodes and Anastasi
2000; Thapar and McDermott 2001; Toglia et al. 1999).
Superficial encoding under an alcohol challenge could
account for the effects of alcohol to decrease both veridical
and false memory. The effect of alcohol to decrease false
memory recall differs from previous findings (Mintzer and
Griffiths 2001; Milani and Curran 2000) showing no effect
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Fig. 5 Number of critical stems completed (mean±SEM) and rejected
(unaware) or erroneously accepted (aware) as previously seen in
placebo (a) and in alcohol (b) participants for both the singularly
(single) and three times (repeat) presented lists. *p<0.05 compared to
single presentation in unaware judgement

or a tendency for alcohol to increase the false recognition
rates, respectively. The previous studies, however, differed
from the present study in that they did not test recall but
recognition and testing took place under the influence of
alcohol.
The implicit instructions for the stem completion task
(‘complete the stems to form the first word to come to
mind’) resulted in a priming effect for veridical items, but
not critical items. The priming found with veridical items
did not differ as a function of the drink in accordance with
previous data showing that priming (measured also 24 h
after encoding) was unaffected by the drink consumed
(Duka et al. 2001). It is also in accordance with empirical
research that has demonstrated the preservation of automatic components of memory under alcohol (Kirchner and
Sayette 2003; Tracy and Bates 1999). In contrast, no
priming effect was obtained in critical items. This appears
contrary to researchers who demonstrated a significant
effect of priming in critical items using stem completion
(Hicks and Starns 2005; McKone and Murphy 2000).
These researchers, however, used immediate stem completion, as opposed to the 24-h retention interval employed in
the current experiment. This differential effect of priming

for critical and veridical items over an extended retention
interval thus provides an interesting insight into the relative
durability of traces underlying true and false memory items.
Repetition was found to increase rates of completion in the
veridical items, whilst left the rates of completion with
critical items unaffected. This finding suggests that durability of traces underlying true memory can be further
supported by repetition.
Participants were required to make awareness judgements for the words they had completed under implicit
instructions, following a procedure used by Duka et al.
(2001). By circling a word, participants were endorsing it as
having been presented at encoding, thus proclaiming
‘awareness’ for its prior presentation. Awareness of
veridical words, thus, constituted accurate memory. The
reverse was true, however, for false memory items. For, as
they were never presented, proclaiming ‘awareness’ of their
presentation was thus incorrect. As a priming effect was
only achieved in veridical items, a conclusion regarding the
automatic influences of memory as indicated by levels of
unaware items is restricted to veridical items (Duka et al.
2001). Whilst aware and unaware measures can still be
obtained for critical items, conclusions cannot be derived
from these measures in terms of automatic and controlled
memory processes. This is because stem completion for
critical items was at chance and consequently one cannot
infer that automatic memory processes aided their
completion.
For the veridical items, repetition was found to increase
stem completion under implicit instructions. It is interesting
to note that research into the effect of multiple repetitions
on implicit memory is unclear (Jacoby and Dallas 1991;
Roediger and Challis 1992). Whilst research has demonstrated no effect of study list repetition on implicit memory
(Challis and Sidhu 1993; Parkin et al. 1990), the present
finding is consistent with more recent research that has
found a significant priming effect for multiply presented
words over singly presented words (Erickson and Reder,
unpublished manuscript). This finding can be accounted for
using the Source of Activation Confusion theory (e.g.
Reder and Schunn 1996), which implies that multiple
repetitions of study items should enhance priming relative
to single presentation of items due to an increase in
activation of corresponding concept (word) nodes. Multiple
presentations, hence, increase the potential for super
threshold activation of the word in question, which leads
into an enhanced priming effect. Such a finding substantiates the use of repetition as a modulator to enhance
encoding and demonstrates that this effect of repetition
to enhance encoding can be obtained using implicit
instructions.
Awareness status for veridical words differed as a
function of repetition in alcohol participants. This was
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not true for placebo participants who were more aware of
presented words than unaware of them irrespective of how
many times the words were presented (Fig. 4a). Specifically, in the alcohol group, increased repetitions served to
bring veridical items into conscious awareness; for words
viewed just once, participants were significantly more
likely to be unaware of their presentation relative to words
viewed repeated times (Fig. 4b). This finding supports
empirical research which documents the differential impairment of alcohol on automatic and controlled memory
processes (Duka et al. 2001; Kirchner and Sayette 2003;
Lister et al. 1991; Tracy and Bates 1999). As priming was
not affected by the drink, automatic memory influences, as
quantified using degree of priming for veridical items,
were not found to be affected by the drink consumed.
Explicit awareness of previous presentation of words
generated under implicit instructions, however, was found
to be affected by the drink. In addition, explicit awareness
of previous presentation of veridical items was mediated
by repetition in the alcohol group only, as increased
learning brought these words into conscious awareness
counteracting the deleterious effect of alcohol on encoding.
Awareness measures taken for critical items initially
completed under implicit instructions demonstrated that
repetition had opposite effects in placebo and alcohol
participants. Awareness, and thus endorsement, of critical
items increased with repetition in alcohol participants,
whilst no such effect was present in the placebo group. In
addition, placebo participants were significantly better at
rejecting false memory items from repeated lists than from
lists presented once, whilst the reverse was true for
alcohol participants. Thus, regarding memory accuracy
as indexed by false memory endorsement, placebo
participants’ memory got more accurate with repetition,
whilst accuracy for participants in the alcohol group
declined.
This finding can be accounted for using the AMF
(Roediger et al. 2001). Under the AMF, activation of the
critical item can occur via direct activation of semantic
networks as a result of the formation of explicit associations between veridical items during list presentation
(Underwood 1965). Critical items are also thought to be
activated by the automatic spread of activation within
semantic networks. Under this latter route, conscious
thought of the critical item is not deemed necessary, as
the mere processing of veridical items is considered
sufficient for activation to spread to the critical item. The
effect of alcohol to increase false memories during free
recall (as discussed above) can be explained by its ability
to block activation of explicit associations during encoding. Alcohol should leave unaffected the automatic spread
of activation within semantic networks as previous work
would suggest (Kirchner and Sayette 2003).
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The monitoring component within the AMF functions to
ascertain the source of the semantic activation with
erroneous attribution of familiarity thought to derive from
prior presentation leading to false memory. Correctly
identifying the source of the activation reflects a successful
‘reality monitoring process’ (Johnson et al. 1993), as it
supposedly demonstrates the ability of individuals to
successfully attribute the activation of the critical items to
internal (e.g. thinking of the critical items) as opposed
to external (e.g. prior presentation) factors. It has been
argued that such a process is dependent upon intact
recollective memory (Benjamin 2001).
It is possible that due to impaired learning under alcohol,
activation levels are initially (under single presentation)
reduced. Repeated presentation, however, may lead to
increased activation of semantic networks and, hence, to
an increase in false memories. In contrast, placebo
participants are able to use repetition to increase the
richness of their memory traces. Such a richness would
mean when making awareness judgments for false memory
items, they are better able to differentiate between which
items were presented and which were not—resulting in an
enhanced ability to reject critical false memory items with
repetition, something that alcohol participants are unable to
do because of their shallow processing. This differential
effect of repetition on false memory endorsement is
consistent with experiments that have shown increased
false memories as a function of repetition in populations
with impaired recollective processes such as the elderly
(Benjamin 2001).
Thus, in summary, the present study has shown a
differential effect of alcohol and repetition on the generation of false memories, and on accuracy judgements in
recognition of false memories in comparison to placebo.
Alcohol relative to placebo decreased the generation of
false memories for items presented once; repeated presentations of items counteracted this effect of alcohol. On the
other hand, alcohol decreased accuracy judgements for
repeated items whilst an increase in accuracy judgement
was seen with repeated presentation of items in the placebo
participants. The activation and monitoring framework is
used to explain these effects of repetition and alcohol.
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